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TUẦN 10 (Từ ngày 28/3/2022 – 2/04/2022)
(Đối với học sinh không thể học tập trực tuyến)
UNIT 14 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

PRACTICE TEST
I. PHONETICS
Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others:
1. A. disaster

B. appall

C. wartime

D. quarter

2. A. vulnerable

B. struggle

C. volunteer

D. suffering

Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others:
3. A. advocate

B. appalling

C. temporary

D. poverty

4. A. catastrophe

B. civilian

C. dedicate

D. disaster

5. A. epidemic

B. hesitate

C. injure

D. poverty

II. Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in each sentence:
VOCABULARY:
Choose the word(s) that is CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s)
6. UNICEF'S aim, is to get more girls and boys into school, ensure that they are equipped with the basic tools
they need to succeed in later life.
A. direction

B. proposal

C. ambition

D. objective

7. The 1923 earthquake in Japan killed about 200.000 people and left countless wounded and homeless
A. poor

B. imprisoned

C. suffered

D. injured

Choose the correct answer to each of the following questions.
8. She was more devoted ______ her job than her family.
A. for

B. in

C. on

D. to

9. An international medical conference initiated by Davidson resulted _______ the birth of the League of Red
Cross Societies.
A. in

B. of

C. from

D. for

10. The _____ for founding the Red Cross came from a Swiss called Jean Henri Dunant.
A. research

B. invention

C. initiative

D. inspiration

11. The Red Cross provides relief in case of _____ such as floods, earth-quakes, and hurricanes
A. challenges

B. disasters

C. commodities

D. disadvantages

12. Shy people often find it difficult to ___________ group discussions.
A. take place in

B. take part in

C. get on with

D. get in touch with

13. Let's wait here for her; I'm sure she'll ___________ before long.
A. turn down

B. turn off

C. turn up

D. turn over

14. The firemen fought for three hours before they managed to ______ the fire.
A. give up

B. put out

C. break off

D. cut back

I’ll be back in a minute, Jane. I just want to _________ my new tape recorder.
A. put out

B. try out

15. Although they are poor, they have
A. grown up

C. break off

D. gets over

five children well.

B. taken up

C. brought up

D. pulled up

ERROR IDENTIFICATION:
17. (A) Buying clothes (B) are often (C) a very (D) time-consuming practise.
18. These televisions are (B) all too expensive for (C) we to buy at (D) this time.
19. Tom (A) has not completed (B) the assignment (C) yet and Ann (D) hasn’t neither.
20. After (A) the police had tried (B) unsuccessfully to determine to (C) who the car belonged, they towed (D)
it into the station.
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